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0. Introduction
In [8,9] there were introduced m–C-spaces and w–m–C-spaces, m = 2,3, . . . ,∞. The classes m–C and w–m–C are in-
termediate between the classes wid of all weakly inﬁnite-dimensional spaces in the Alexandroff sense and C-spaces in the
Haver–Addis–Gresham sense (look at [10,1]). The main idea of new deﬁnitions is that arbitrary open covers are changed for
covers consisting of m members, and pairs of disjoint closed sets in deﬁnition of weakly inﬁnite-dimensional spaces are
changed for ﬁnite collections of pairwise disjoint closed sets (look at Section 1). Theorem 2.8 states that all these classes
coincide with the class w–2–C ≡ wid. This theorem and Theorems 2.10, and 2.11 answer several questions from [8]. Recall
them.
Q 4. Is it true that any paracompact w–C-space is a C-space?
The answer is “no” in the realm of compact spaces. For compact spaces the notion of a w–C-space (Deﬁnition 2.9)
coincides with the notion of a w–∞–C-space. Thus, since Theorem 2.8, every wid-compactum is a w–C-space. So Borst’s
compactum E from [5] is a w–C-space which is not a C-space.
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The answer is “no” for m = ∞ : E ∈ wid = (by Theorem 2.8) = w–∞–C . But E is not a C(= ∞–C )-compactum. For
m = 3,4, . . . the answer is unknown.
Q 6. Does the equality w–(m+ 1)–C = w–m–C hold in the class of compact metrizable spaces for all m?
The answer is “yes” according to Theorem 2.8.
Q 11. Is it true that any collectionwise normal ﬁnite-dimensional space is a w–C-space?
The answer is “yes”, because Theorem 2.10 states that every collectionwise normal wid-space is a w–C-space.
Recall that a map f : X → Y is said to be an m–C–map (w–m–C–map) if all its ﬁbres f −1(y) are m–C-spaces (w–m–C-
spaces).
Q 15. Let X be a countably paracompact or hereditarily normal space admitting a closed m–C–map(w–m–C–map) onto a w–C-
space. Is it true that X ∈m–C? Respectively X ∈ w–m–C?
The identity map E → E answers negatively the ﬁrst part of Q 15 for m = ∞, because of Theorem 2.8. In other cases
(m = 3,4, . . . for the ﬁrst part of Q 15, and the second part of Q 15) the answer is unknown.
In [8] and [9] there were also introduced transﬁnite dimensions dimm and dimwm , m = 2,3, . . . ,∞ (look at 1.9 and 1.4),
extending Borst’s transﬁnite dimensions dim ≡ dimw2 and dimc ≡ dim∞ respectively. Theorem 2.11 states that if X is
a weakly inﬁnite-dimensional space in the Smirnov sense, then all dimensions dimwm X are deﬁned and coincide with
dimw2 X . This theorem answers three other questions from [8].
Q 26. Does the equality dimwm = dimw(m+1) hold in the class of compact metrizable spaces for all m?
The answer is “yes” for arbitrary normal spaces.
Q 27. Does there exist a compact metrizable space X such that dimw2 X < dimw∞ X?
The answer is “no”: there is no normal space X with dimw2 X < dimw∞ X .
Q 28. Does there exist a compact metrizable space X such that dimwm X < dimm X for some m 2 or for m = ∞?
The answer is “yes” for m = ∞: since Theorem 1.7, for Borst’s compactum E we have ∞ > dim2 E = dimw2 E =
(by Theorem 2.11) = dimw∞ E; on the other hand dim∞ E = ∞ (is not deﬁned) by Theorem 1.11 and property (1.10). For
m = 3,4, . . . the answer is unknown.
In Section 3 we discuss some questions related to topological games. Following to [2] we deﬁne topological games
Gαc (A,O), where O = cov(X) and A ⊂ O, in particular A = Om ≡ covm(X). Theorem 3.8 states that for every metrizable
locally separable space X we have tpm(X)ω if and only if X is countable-dimensional, where
tpm(X) = min
{
α: TWO has a winning strategy in Gαc (Om,O)
}
.
We introduce Pol’s type spaces and show that tpm(X) = ω + 1 for every Pol’s type space and every m (Theorem 3.11).
All spaces are assumed to be normal. Any additional information one can ﬁnd in [6,7,12].
1. Preliminaries
1.1. For a topological space X , by cov(X) we denote the set of all open covers of X .
A disjoint family Φ of closed subsets of a space X consisting of m members is called an m-system in X . An ∞-system
in X is any ﬁnite disjoint family of closed subsets of X . For an integer m 2 or m = ∞, we set
ϕm(X) = {Φ: Φ is an m-system in X}.
In what follows by m we mean an integer  2 or ∞. If Φ = {F1, . . . , Fk} is an m-system in X , then a neighbourhood OΦ of
the system Φ is any disjoint family {O F1, . . . , O Fk} of neighbourhoods O F j of the sets F j . The set P = X \ O F1 ∪ · · · ∪ O Fk
is called a partition of the system Φ in X .
A family ϕ = {Φα: α ∈ A} ⊂ ϕ∞(X) is said to be inessential in X if there exist neighbourhoods OΦα,α ∈ A, such that⋃{OΦα: α ∈ A} ∈ cov(X). Otherwise, a family ϕ is called essential. Clearly, a family ϕ = {Φα: α ∈ A} is inessential if and
only if there exist partitions Pα of Φα such that
⋂{Pα: α ∈ A} = ∅.
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If every inﬁnite family ϕ ⊂ ϕm(X) contains a ﬁnite inessential subfamily ϕ0, then X is said to be an S–w–m–C-space
(notation: X ∈ S–w–m–C ).
The class w–2–C coincides with the class wid of weakly inﬁnite-dimensional spaces in the Alexandroff sense, and the
class S–w–2–C coincides with the class S–wid of weakly inﬁnite-dimensional spaces in the Smirnov sense.
We have the following sequences of inclusions:
S–w–m–C ⊂ w–m–C ; (1.1)
S–C ⊂ S–w–∞–C ⊂ · · · ⊂ S–w–3–C ⊂ S–w–2–C = S–wid; (1.2)
C ⊂ w–∞–C ⊂ · · · ⊂ w–3–C ⊂ w–2–C = wid. (1.3)
1.2. Ordinal number OrdM . (See [3].) Let L be an arbitrary set. By Fin L we shall denote the collection of all ﬁnite, non-
empty subsets of L.
Let M be a subset of Fin L. For σ ∈ {∅} ∪ Fin L we put
Mσ = {τ ∈ Fin L: σ ∩ τ ∈ M and σ ∩ τ = ∅}.
If a ∈ L, then Ma abbreviates M{a} .
The ordinal number OrdM is deﬁned by induction.
(1) OrdM = 0 ⇔ M = ∅.
(2) OrdM  α ⇔ OrdMa < α for every a ∈ L.
(3) OrdM = ∞ ⇔ OrdM > α for every ordinal number α.
The set M ⊂ Fin L is said to be enclosing if, for any σ1, σ2 ∈ Fin L, σ2 ∈ M whenever σ1 ∈ M and σ2 ⊂ σ1.
1.3. Lemma. (See [3].) If M ⊂ Fin L is an enclosing set, then OrdM = ∞ if and only if there exists a sequence {ai: i ∈ N} of distinct
elements of L such that
σn ≡ {a1, . . . ,an} ∈ M for any n ∈N.
1.4. Lemma. (See [3].) Let λ : L → L′ be a function and let M ⊂ Fin L and M ′ ⊂ Fin L′ be such that for every σ ∈ M we have
(1) λ(σ ) ∈ M ′;
(2) card(λ(σ )) = card(σ ).
Then OrdM  OrdM ′ .
1.5. Transﬁnite dimension dimwm . For a normal space X we put
dimwm X = OrdMwm(X),
where
Mwm(X) =
{
σ ∈ Finϕm(X): σ is essential
}
.
If dimwm X = ∞, then they say that the dimension dinwm X is not deﬁned.
1.6. Theorem. (See [9].) If n ∈N, then for every m we have
dimwm X  n if and only if dim X  n.
1.7. Theorem. (See [9].) The dimension dimwm X is deﬁned if and only if X ∈ S–w–m–C.
For every normal space X we have
dim X ≡ dimw2 X  dimw3 X  · · · dimw∞ X, (1.4)
where dim X is the transﬁnite dimension of X , introduced by Borst [3].
1.8. For a space X , let
covm(X) =
{
u ∈ cov(X): card(u)m}
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cov∞(X) =
∞⋃
i=1
covm(X).
A sequence U = (un: n ∈ N), un ∈ cov(X), is said to be inessential if there exist disjoint open in X families vn,n ∈ N,
such that vn reﬁnes un for each n and
⋃{vn: n ∈N} ∈ cov(X). Otherwise, U is called essential. In the same way they deﬁne
inessentiality and essentiality of ﬁnite sequences (u1, . . . ,uk) of open covers of X .
A normal space X is said to be an m–C-space (notation: X ∈ m–C ) if every inﬁnite sequence U of open covers of X is
inessential. If every inﬁnite sequence U of open covers of X contains a ﬁnite inessential subsequence U0, then X is called
an S–m–C-space (notation: X ∈ S–m–C ).
We have the following sequences of inclusions:
S–m–C ⊂m–C ; (1.5)
S–C ⊂ S–∞–C ⊂ · · · ⊂ S–3–C ⊂ S–2–C = S–wid; (1.6)
C ⊂ ∞–C ⊂ · · · ⊂ 3–C ⊂ 2–C = wid; (1.7)
m–C ⊂ w–m–C ; (1.8)
S–m–C ⊂ S–w–m–C . (1.9)
In particular, for compact spaces we have
C = S–C = S–∞–C = ∞–C . (1.10)
1.9. Remark. The class of S–∞–C-spaces was deﬁned by Borst [4] as the class of ﬁnite C-spaces.
1.10. Transﬁnite dimension dimm . For a normal space X we put
dimm X = OrdMm(X),
where
Mm(X) =
{
σ ∈ Fin covm(X): σ is essential
}
.
If OrdMm(X) = ∞, then they say that the dimension dimm X is not deﬁned.
For every normal space X we have
dim X = dim2 X  dim3 X  · · · dim∞ X = dimc X, (1.11)
where dimc X is the transﬁnite dimension of X , introduced by Borst [4].
1.11. Theorem. (See [9].) The dimension dimm X is deﬁned if and only if X ∈ S–m–C.
2. Coincidence results
2.1. Deﬁne a function λ : ϕ∞(X) → ϕ2(X) in the following way. For every Φ ∈ ϕ∞(X) we ﬁx an enumeration Φ =
{F1, . . . , Fk}. Take a neighbourhood OΦ = {O F1, . . . , O Fk} and put
G1 = X \ O F2 ∪ · · · ∪ O Fk, G2 = F2 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk, λ(Φ) = {G1,G2}. (2.1)
2.2. Lemma. Every partition P of λ(Φ) is a partition of Φ .
Proof. By deﬁnition of a partition there exists a neighbourhood Oλ(Φ) = {OG1, OG2} such that P = X \ OG1 ∪ OG2. Now
we set
O 1F1 = OG1, O 1Fi = OG2 ∩ O Fi, i = 2, . . . ,k. (2.2)
Then
O 1F2 ∪ · · · ∪ O 1Fk = OG2. (2.3)
Indeed, O 1F2 ∪ · · · ∪ O 1Fk = (2.2) = OG2 ∩ (O F1 ∪ · · · ∪ O Fk) = (2.1) = OG2 ∩ (X \ G1) = (since G1 ∩ OG2 = ∅) = OG2. So
(2.3) is checked.
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(2.3)) = X \ OG1 ∪ OG2 = P . 
For σ ⊂ ϕ∞(X), let λ(σ ) = {λ(Φ): Φ ∈ σ }. Lemma 2.2 yields
2.3. Proposition. If σ ⊂ ϕ∞(X) is essential, then λ(σ ) is essential too.
2.4. Proposition. Let Φ1,Φ2 ∈ ϕ2(X). If Φ1 = Φ2 , then the family {Φ1,Φ2} is inessential.
From Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 we get
2.5. Corollary. Let Φ1,Φ2 ∈ ϕ∞(X). If λ(Φ1) = λ(Φ2), then the family {Φ1,Φ2} is inessential.
2.6. Proposition. Let σ1, σ2 ∈ ϕm(X) and let σ1 ⊂ σ2 . If σ2 is essential, then σ1 is essential too.
2.7. Proposition. Let σ ∈ Mw∞(X). Then |σ | = |λ(σ )|.
Proof. Assume that |λ(σ )| < |σ |. Then σ contains two ∞-systems Φ1 and Φ2 such that λ(Φ1) = λ(Φ2). According to
Corollary 2.5 the family {Φ1,Φ2} is inessential. Consequently, σ is inessential by Proposition 2.6. But σ ∈ Mw∞(X). We
arrive at contradiction. 
2.8. Theorem. For every m we have
(1) w–m–C = wid;
(2) S–w–m–C = S–wid.
Proof. Both assertions have similar proofs. We consider the second case. According to (1.2) it suﬃces to check that
S–wid ⊂ S–w–∞–C .
Assume that X is not a w–∞–C-space. Then there exists an inﬁnite family σ ⊂ ϕ∞(X) such that every ﬁnite σ0 ⊂ σ is
essential. Hence every ﬁnite subfamily λ(σ0) of λ(σ ) is essential by Proposition 2.3. It means that X is not an S–wid-
space. 
2.9. Deﬁnition. A collectionwise normal space X is called a w–C-space (notation: X ∈ w–C ) if every sequence ϕ = (Φi) of
discrete families
Φi =
{
F iα: α ∈ Ai
}
, i ∈N,
of closed subsets of X is inessential, i.e. there exist neighbourhoods
OΦi =
{
O F iα: α ∈ Ai
}
(O F iα are pairwise disjoint) such that
⋂
{Pi: i ∈N} = ∅, where i = X \
⋃
OΦi .
If every sequence ϕ = (Φi), i ∈N, of discrete families of closed subsets of X contains a ﬁnite inessential subsequence ϕ0,
then X is said to be an S–w–C-space (notation: X ∈ S–w–C ).
The following statement is proved in the same way as Theorem 2.8.
2.10. Theorem. For every collectionwise normal space X we have:
(1) X ∈ w–C if and only if X ∈ wid;
(2) X ∈ S–w–C if and only if X ∈ S–wid.
2.11. Theorem. Let X be an S-weakly inﬁnite-dimensional space. Then all transﬁnite dimensions dimwm X, m = 2,3, . . . ,∞, are
deﬁned and
dimw2 X = dimwm X .
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dimw∞ X  dimw2 X . (2.4)
Let λ : ϕ∞(X) → ϕ2(X) be the function from 2.1. This function satisﬁes conditions Lemma 1.4 for M = Mw∞(X) and
M ′ = Mw2(X), since Propositions 2.3 and 2.7. Thus, the inequality (2.4) holds. 
2.12. Transﬁnite dimension dimd . For a collectionwise normal space X , let ϕd(X) be the set of all discrete families of closed
subset of X , and let
Md(X) =
{
σ ∈ Finϕd(X): σ is essential
}
.
Transﬁnite dimension dimd(X) of a collectionwise normal space X is deﬁned as follows:
dimd(X) = OrdMd(X).
If OrdMd(X) = ∞, then they say that the dimension dimd(X) is not deﬁned.
From Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.10(2) we get
2.13. Theorem. The dimension dimd(X) is deﬁned if and only if X ∈ S–w–C.
The following statement is proved in the same way as Theorem 2.11.
2.14. Theorem. Let X be a collectionwise normal S-weakly inﬁnite-dimensional space. Then the transﬁnite dimension dimd(X) is
deﬁned and
dimd(X) = dimw2(X).
3. Weak inﬁnite dimensionality and topological games
3.1. Let X be a set and let P(X) be the set of all subsets of X . Let A,B ⊂ P(P(X)) and let D be the set of all pairwise
disjoint families of P(X). Consider the following game, denoted Gc(A,B). Two players, named ONE and TWO, play as
follows. In the nth inning, ONE ﬁrst chooses An ∈ A, and then TWO responds with Dn ∈ D which reﬁnes An . A play
(A1, D1, . . . , An, Dn, . . .) is won by TWO if
⋃
n<∞ Dn ∈ B; else, ONE wins.
A perfect information strategy for player TWO is a function
s : FinA → D.
A play of the game is said to be an s-play if for each n, Dn = s(A1, . . . , An). In the same way they deﬁne a perfect informa-
tion strategy for player ONE. It is assumed that both players use perfect information strategies. We shall use a simple term
“strategy” instead of “perfect information strategy”.
A strategy s for TWO is a winning strategy if TWO wins each s-play.
The game Gc(A,B) as described before has an inning per positive integer, that is, it has length ω. We can consider
versions of different length of this game. Let α be an inﬁnite ordinal number. Then Gαc (A,B) is the following modiﬁcation
of Gc(A,B). Players ONE and TWO play an inning per ordinal β < α. In the βth inning ONE ﬁrst chooses Aβ ∈ A and then
TWO responds with Dβ ∈ D which reﬁnes Aβ . A play
A0, D0, . . . , Aβ, Dβ, . . .
is won by TWO if
⋃
β<α Dβ ∈ B; else, ONE wins. Thus, the game Gc(A,B) is Gωc (A,B).
A perfect information strategy for TWO is a function
s : <αA → D,
where <αA is the set of all sequences (A0, . . . , Aβ, . . .) of length < α. A play of the game is said to be an s-play if for each
β < α,
Dβ = s(A0, . . . , Aβ).
In the same way they deﬁne a perfect information strategy for player ONE.
We shall deal with games Gαc (A,O), where O is the set of all open covers of a topological space X and A is a non-
empty subset of O. Sometimes we shall consider more general situation, when A and O are classes of open covers deﬁned
for all topological spaces and, for a space X ,
A(X) = A ∩ cov(X), O(X) = cov(X).
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A(X) | X1 = A(X1).
Example of hereditary classes:
(1) all covers;
(2) all ﬁnite covers;
(3) all locally ﬁnite covers.
Examples of non-hereditary classes
(1) all inﬁnite covers;
(2) all covers consisting exactly of two elements.
Deﬁne
tp(A,O)(X) =min
{
α: TWO has a winning strategy in Gαc (A,O)
}
.
3.2. Proposition. For every topological space X we have
tp(A,O)(X) card(X).
3.3. Proposition. If A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ O, then
tp(A1,O)(X) tp(A2,O)(X).
3.4. Proposition. If X is a hereditarily Lindelöf space, then
tp(A,O)(X)ω1.
3.5. Proposition. Let X =⊕λ∈Λ Xλ be a discrete sum of spaces Xλ and let A be a hereditary class of covers. If
tp(A,O)(Xλ) α, λ ∈ Λ,
then
tp(A,O )(X) α.
Proof. Let sλ be a winning strategy for TWO in Gαc (A(Xλ),O(Xλ)). For a sequence (A0, . . . , Aγ , . . .) ∈ <αA(X), γ < β , we
put
Dβ =
⋃
λ∈Λ
sλ(A0|Xλ, . . . , Aγ |Xλ, . . .). 
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 yield
3.6. Proposition. If X is a locally separable metrizable space and A is a hereditary class, then
tp(A,O)(X)ω1.
Question 1. Is it true for every metrizable space X that
tp(A,O)(X)ω1?
Recall that a metrizable space X is said to be countable-dimensional (notation: X ∈ cd) if X can be represented as a union
of subspaces Xn , n ∈N, with dim Xn  0.
3.7. Theorem. (See [2].) For every metrizable separable space X we have
tp(O,O)(X)ω if and only if X ∈ cd.
Let Om be the class of all open covers consisting of m elements, m 2, and let O∞ =⋃∞m=2 Om . Let
tpm(X) = tp(Om,O)(X).
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tpm(X)ω if and only if X ∈ cd.
Proof. Let X be countable-dimensional. Then tp(O,O)(X)ω because of Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.5. Applying Propo-
sition 3.3 we get tpm(X)ω.
Now let tpm(X)ω. Without loss of generality we may assume that X separable. Take a countable base {Un: n ∈N} of
a space X and put
A2(X) =
{
u ∈ cov2(X): u = {Up, X \ Uq}
}
.
We have
A2(X) ⊂ cov2(X) ⊂ covm(X).
Proposition 3.3 implies that
tp(A2,O)(X)ω.
It remains to prove the following
Statement. If tp(A2,O)(X)ω, then X is countable-dimensional.
We shall use a scheme of a proof of Theorem 2.2. (part (2)) from [2]. Let A2(X) = {An: n ∈ N} and let s a winning
strategy of a perfect information for TWO. Let τ ∈ <ωN, i.e. either τ = ∅ or τ = (n1, . . . ,nk).
Put
X∅ =
⋂{⋃
s(An): n ∈N
}
.
For τ = (n1, . . . ,nk) put
Xτ =
⋂{⋃
s(An1 , . . . , Ank , An): n ∈N
}
.
We will show X =⋃{Xτ : τ ∈ <ωN}.
Suppose, to the contrary, that, for some x ∈ X , x /∈⋃{Xτ : τ ∈ <ωN}. Since x /∈ X∅ , there exists an n1 such that x /∈ s(An1 ).
With n1, . . . ,nk chosen such that x /∈ s(An1 , . . . , Ank ), let us choose an nk+1 such that x /∈ s(An1 , . . . , Ank , Ank+1 ), and so on.
Then
An1 , s(An1 ), . . . , Ank , s(An1 , . . . , Ank ), . . . ,
is an s-play lost by TWO. This contradicts the fact that s is a winning strategy for TWO.
It remains to show that each Xτ is zero-dimensional. Let x ∈ Xτ and let Ox be an arbitrary neighbourhood of x in X . For
τ = (n1, . . . ,nk) and An = {Up, X \ Uq}, let
s(An1 , . . . , Ank , An) =
{
V τn ,W
τ
n
}
,
where V τn ⊂ Up , W τn ⊂ X \Uq . There exists an n such that x ∈ Uq ⊂ Up ⊂ Ox. Then conditions x ∈ V τn ∪W τn and W τn ∩Uq = ∅
imply that x ∈ V τn . Hence V τn ∩ Xτ is a clopen neighbourhood of x in Xτ , with V τn ⊂ Up ⊂ Ox. 
Recall that a space X is said to be punctiform if X0 does not contain any continuum of cardinality larger than one.
3.9. Deﬁnition. A metrizable compactum X is said to be a Pol’s type space if X =⋃∞i=0 Xi , where dim Xi  0 for i  1 and X0
is a punctiform uncountable-dimensional space.
The uncountable-dimensional wid-compactum, constructed by R. Pol [11] is a Pol’s type space.
3.10. Proposition. Every Pol’s type space is a C-space.
3.11. Theorem. For every Pol’s type space and every m we have tpm(X) = ω + 1.
Proof. Let X be a Pol’s type space and let X =⋃∞i=0 Xi is a decomposition from Deﬁnition 3.9. Since Proposition 3.3 and
Theorem 3.7 it suﬃces to prove that tp∞(X)  ω + 1. Player TWO uses a Markov strategy s. For an open cover u of X
and n 1 ﬁnd a pairwise disjoint family s(u,n) of open subsets of X reﬁning u such that Xn ⊂⋃ s(u,n). In inning 1, ONE
plays u1, and TWO responds with s(u1,1). In the nth inning, when ONE has chosen the cover un of X , TWO responds with
s(un,n), covering Xn . Let
Y = X \
⋃{⋃
s(un,n): n = 1,2, . . .
}
.
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TWO responds with a pairwise disjoint family v = s(u1,u2, . . . ,uω) of open subsets of X reﬁning uω such that Y ⊂⋃ v . 
Question 2. Let X be a metrizable compactum with tp2(X) = ω + 1. Is it true that X is a Pol’s type space?
3.12. Theorem. If tpm(X) < ω1 , then X is an m–C-space.
Proof. It suﬃces to prove that if X is not an m–C-space, then tpm(X)ω1. Since X /∈m–C , there exists an inﬁnite countable
essential set U ⊂ covm(X). Let α be an ordinal number such that ω α < ω1. We can order the set U by type α:
U = {uβ : β < α}.
Consider the following play P of the game Gω1c (Om,O). In βth inning, ONE plays uβ , and TWO responds with a pairwise
disjoint family vβ of open subsets of X reﬁning uβ . Since the set U is essential, ONE wins this play P . So ONE wins each
play of a countable length. Hence
tpm(X)ω1. 
From (1.7) and Theorem 3.12 we get
3.13. Corollary. If tp2(X) < ω1 , then X is a weakly inﬁnite-dimensional space.
Question 3. Is it true that tpm(X) < ω1 for every m–C-space X?
Question 4. Is it true that every space X with tpm(X) < ω1 is an S–m–C-space?
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